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One of my job responsibilities is to assist with the planning and coordination of NESA events.
NESA organizes programs that bring NESA region participants together is a result of the
commitment of our participating countries who send their best and brightest to NESA Center
seminars and workshops. Participants are almost equally divided between military and civilians,
and come from across our Combatant Commands. Recognizing the vital interests of countries
outside of the NESA region, the Center also invite several NATO members to participate in our
programs.

The Near East South Asia (NESA) Center for
Strategic Studies is the premier Department of
Defense institution for building relations and
understanding in the NESA region. A team of 30+
security professionals located at Fort McNair, the
NESA Center provides education, engagement,
and outreach programs to security, defense, and
diplomatic leaders from over 30 countries.
Authorized under 10 U.S.C. Section 184 and
founded in 2000, the NESA Center utilizes
academic forums to accomplish its mission and
has built an international alumni network of over
7,000 security leaders. The NESA Center, along
with the four other DoD Regional Centers,
organizes conferences, seminars, workshops, and
Track II diplomatic efforts that are hosted in
region, in partner countries, and in Washington,
DC.

Research Assistant
I also served as the research assistant for
two professors of the National Defense
University. I conducted research with Dr. Daniel
Baltrusaitis on China’s new grand foreign policy
in the Middle East, and preparing for a joint
publication. At the mean time, at the request of
Dr. Samuel Greene, I assisted with his latest
academic journal on the legitimacy of U.S.supported presidential elections in Afghanistan
and Iraq.

Dr. Daniel Baltrusaitis is a
Professor of Strategy and Security. His
research interests include defense
strategy, coalition and alliance politics,
Gulf and Middle East security,
contemporary defense affairs, and
joint operational art.

Senior Executive Seminar Combating Transnational
Threats: 9-20 May 2016
This seminar is designed for CT practitioners—
those involved in this issue on a daily basis, and seek to
build capacity and enhance regional partnerships. Key
themes include: defining transnational threats; regional
terrorist threats; sub-regional and national responses;
strategies and best practices for combating terrorism;
strategies for enhancing national and regional
cooperation; and a case study/capstone experience.
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Dr. Samuel Greene is an Assistant Professor, specializing in democratic transitions
and consolidation in new democracies, counterinsurgency, and the development of
political and economic institutions. His current research considers comparative
lessons from cases of successful and unsuccessful democratization in Central
America, Africa, and the Middle East.
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